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What is Prosper CO? Our state’s economic success is the envy of 
much of the nation – although not everybody in Colorado has 
found a path to the opportunities we work so hard to create. We 
want to understand why. Prosper CO is a nonpartisan research 
and communications initiative that is convening the public, 
private and non-profit sectors to identify and understand the 
causes for disparity. 

What is the purpose of this data walk? Prosper CO has 
undertaken data analysis, interviews and reviews of national and 
local evidence on inclusive growth. This data walk organizes that 
work around three key questions: who is being excluded from the 
Metro Denver economy, why and what are the costs for the 
region and for businesses? We want to hear your feedback on 
these findings and how Metro Denver can address them.   

Instructions: Here is how the data walk can be most useful. 

1. Review the posters sequentially, as they build on one another. 

2. Use the sticky notes to comment on the findings. What resonates? What 
doesn’t? What is being overlooked, underemphasized or overemphasized? 

3. Use the sticky notes to identify ongoing initiatives or strategies in Metro 
Denver that are working to address the challenge outlined in the slide. 

4. If you have not taken the Prosper CO survey, take it at the end!
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We measure changes in the following metrics:

Things are working in Metro Denver

*Inclusion by race variables are measured by the “change in the gap” on that metric between the non-Hispanic white population and people of color. 

Source: Metro Monitor 2019, Brookings

Something in Metro Denver is working. By a variety of measures, Metro Denver’s economy is providing more opportunity and 
closing racial disparities faster than almost any other metro area. Metro Denver was the only top 100 metro area to achieve 
positive gains on all aspects of Brookings’ Inclusive Growth Monitor.

Prosperity

Growth and prosperity

Growth, prosperity, and inclusion

Growth, prosperity, inclusion and inclusion by race

Since 2007, metro areas that have seen gains in …

Growth Prosperity

Inclusion

Jobs
Output
Entrepreneurship

Productivity
Standard of living
Average wage

Employment rate
Median wage
Relative poverty rate

Inclusion by race*

Earnings gap
Relative poverty gap
Employment rate gap

Denver
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Racial disparities remain huge in Metro Denver’s economy

Our conclusion: Denver has to continue to grow its economy. Denver’s extraordinary growth has made it the only large metro area in the country to create 
truly inclusive growth over the past decade. But it can’t just grow more – it has to be intentional about growing in a way that closes these disparities. In fact, 
as we’ll show, the only way for Denver to continue to grow its economy is by providing more widespread opportunity to those who have been left out.

Source: Metro Monitor 2019, Brookings

Whatever is working in Metro Denver is not working for everyone – not even close. Huge disparities still remain, and none is 
closing fast enough.
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Who

We begin by examining who is being left out 
or left behind in Metro Denver’s economy.

We look at two categories:

• People who don’t have jobs or have    
low-wage jobs

• People who want to start or grow a 
business but can’t

Within each of these populations, we dig into 
the data to highlight disparities related to 
race, gender, age and other characteristics.
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Who is being left behind

*Low-wage jobs pay less than $16.60 per hour. (For context: according to CCLP, the self-sufficiency wage for a Denver County family with two working adults, 
a preschooler and an infant is $19.90; for an individual adult, it is $12.50.) 

Source: Meet the out of work, Brookings; Meet the low-wage workforce, Brookings

Nearly 1 million Metro Denver residents are jobless (but want a job) or working in low-wage jobs. 

Struggling workers Missing entrepreneurs

All adults 
18-64
2.1 M

Working, 1.5 M

Not working, 0.6 M

Mid-high wage, 0.9 M 

Low wage*, 0.6 M

Unemployed, 0.1M
Stopped looking, 0.2M

Don’t need a job, 0.3M
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Educational attainment and racial and gender biases influence labor market outcomes

*Out-of-work combines unemployed (looking for work) and not-in-the-labor-force (stopped looking) populations, but does not count voluntary stay-at-home 
parents, those receiving disability benefits, most students, etc.

Source: Meet the out of work, Brookings; Meet the low-wage workforce, Brookings

29%

30%

20%

6%

6%

4%

4%

4%

4%

58%

58%

69%

Out of work

Low Wage Workers

All adults

63%

51%

47%

37%

49%

53%

Out of work

Low Wage Workers

All adults

Hispanic Black Asian White

Less than high school High school Some college AA BA

Female Male

Education matters. Those with 
a four-year degree are much 
less likely to be jobless or stuck 
in low-wage jobs.  

Racial and gender biases 
matter. Hispanic and black 
residents are much more likely 
to be excluded, as are women. 
And though not shown here, 
these factors compound: 
women of color are especially 
likely to be excluded.

Struggling workers Missing entrepreneurs

Education clearly shapes who ends up with a good job, but so does race and gender. 
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24%
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Low Wage Workers
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These biases also influence who owns businesses 

*We focus on “tradable” businesses (those that mostly sell outside of Denver) because Denver can create more tradable businesses without those new 
businesses competing with existing Denver firms for limited local market share. In other words, Denver could theoretically create 5,800 more women- and 
minority-owned tradable sector businesses without putting any existing companies out of business.

Source: Brookings analysis of Survey of Business Owners

Disparities in entrepreneurship outcomes matter because business ownership builds wealth, and the racial wealth gap is far 
larger than the racial employment or income gap. 

Entrepreneurship gap: people of color are 26% of the population and 13%
of four-year degree holders, but they’re only 7% of tradable business* 
owners. If business ownership rates matched four-year degree attainment 
rates (if 13% of tradable business owners were people of color and 51% 

were women), Metro Denver would have 5,800 more entrepreneurs.

White, 

93%

Hispanic, 3%

Black, 1%

Asian, 2%

Others

Share of people …

Tradable sector firm ownership, by race

Struggling workers Missing entrepreneurs

7%

36%

13%

51%

26%

50%

MinoritiesWomen

All tradable sector firm owners All BA holders All adults
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Why

We next look into what is causing these populations to be 
excluded from Metro Denver’s economy or the benefits of its 
growth. We break down the causes into five categories:

• Lack of job or business creation: the Metro Denver 
economy might not be creating enough new jobs or 
new businesses.

• Lack of job preparation: Metro Denver residents might 
not have the education and skills required for the jobs 
that are available.

• Lack of job access: Metro Denver residents might not be 
able to reach good jobs due to displacement from job-
rich neighborhoods or long commutes.

• Unconsciously biased business practices: Metro Denver 
businesses might be biased by race, gender or other 
characteristics in terms of hiring and pay.

• Wealth and social disparities: Metro Denver residents 
may have innate entrepreneurial abilities but lack the 
investable personal or family wealth to start a business.
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Metro Denver is creating lots of jobs, but not enough quality jobs

Source: Opportunity industries, Brookings

There are tons of jobs in Metro Denver, but like most of its peer metro areas, over half of all jobs created recently don’t provide 
stable middle-class wages and benefits.

Insufficient good job creation Limited job accessUneven job preparation Biased business practices Wealth and social disparities

61%

58%

56%

55%

55%

54%

54%

46%

Seattle

Minneapolis

Austin

Salt Lake City

Phoenix

Metro Denver

Portland

San Diego

Share of net new jobs created between 
2016 and 2018 that were bad jobs

Quality jobs are either good jobs (those that 
pay over median wage and offer benefits) or 
promising jobs (which offer neither of these but 
do provide a pathway to them in less than 10 
years, which sometimes involves jumping 
between industries). 
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Metro Denver attracts talent but unevenly prepares its own residents

Source: Brookings analysis of ACS and NCES data

Metro Denver is among the top metro areas nationwide for net in-migration of talent in recent years. But we should be concerned 
about whether Metro Denver-born kids are being prepared for the jobs being created here.

56% 53%

30% 27%

White Asian Black Hispanic

Share of adults with four-year college degree, 2017

Share of kids passing middle school tests, by race, 2017

39%

Austin, 53%

36%

Minneapolis, 51%

24%

Phoenix, 35%

31%

Portland, 44%

29%

Salt Lake City, 42%

35%

San Diego, 47%

34%

Seattle, 46%

33%

Metro Denver, 52%

Born in state

Born out of state

Insufficient good job creation Limited job access

Here the data is sobering: Black and Hispanic kids are about 
half as likely as their white and Asian counterparts to pass 
statewide middle school tests. As we’ll see later, this is 
particularly troubling given demographic shifts. 

Uneven job preparation
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Physical access to quality jobs is limited

The number of jobs reachable within 30 minutes by car is about 40 times higher than the number reachable by transit. The distance between workers and 
jobs worsened in recent years – though data is only available through 2012, we see that the number of jobs near the average resident fell for everyone but 
fell even more in high-poverty and majority-minority neighborhoods. 

Source: Access Across America, 2018; The growing distance between people and jobs in metropolitan America, 2018

For many Metro Denver residents, having a car is basically a pre-requisite to accessing a job.

341 k

525 k
474 k

-11%

-15%
-17%

All High-poverty Majority-minority

2000 2012

1 k 6 k 21 k 50 k 103 k
180 k

x 77

x 55

x 38

x 24

x 14
x 9

10 min 20 min 30 min 40 min 50 min 60 min

transit auto

Jobs accessible by transit and auto, by commuting time Jobs near the average resident, by neighborhood type

Insufficient good job creation Limited job accessUneven job preparation
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Controlling for education, women and people of color are less likely to get good jobs

Earlier we showed that women and people of color are more likely than their white counterparts to have low-wage jobs or be jobless. But to what extent do 
these reflect lower educational attainment among women and people of color, versus labor market discrimination? Here we look at differences in the share 
of people who have quality jobs by race and gender, holding education constant. In fact, white men with “some college” are more likely to have a quality job 
than women of any race with a four-year degree. 
Source: Opportunity industries, Brookings

Racial biases and gender inequities play a role independent of education – across the board, white men are far more likely than 
women and people of color to have a good job, even when they have the same education.

30
34

52

42
47

63

47 48

64

14 14

23

32
25

38
42 40

48

Black Hispanic White or Asian Black Hispanic White or Asian Black Hispanic White or Asian

Some college or certificate Associate's degree Baccalaureate degree or higher

Men Women

Percentage of adults with quality jobs by race, gender and education, 2017

Insufficient good job creation Limited job accessUneven job preparation Biased business practices Wealth and social disparities
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The wealth gap acts as a major barrier for entrepreneurs of color 

Source: Kauffman, Institute for Policy Studies

Most entrepreneurs – including owners of the fastest-growing companies – rely on their own savings and those of friends and 
family. The huge racial wealth gap inhibits black and Hispanic entrepreneurship.

Insufficient good job creation Limited job accessUneven job preparation Biased business practices Wealth and social disparities

67%

52%

34%

21%

12%

8%

8%

7%

4%

14%

Personal savings

Bank loans

Credit cards

Family

Business acquaintances

Angel investors

Close friends

Venture capitalists

Government grants

Have not used finance

Source of funding, Inc. 5000 fast-growing companies

$6,800 $4,000 

$102,000 

$1,700 $2,000 

$116,800 

Black Hispanic White

1983 2013

Change in median household wealth, by race, U.S.
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Costs

To inspire large-scale action by economic development 
organizations and businesses, it must be clear that solving 
these problems is not just a moral imperative, but also a 
business imperative. 

In other words, it must be clear that that the status quo is 
costly. When people are stuck on the sidelines of the 
economy, unable to pursue their interests and act on their 
talents, individual businesses bear the costs and the entire 
region’s growth is limited.

Next, we outline the costs of not addressing each of the 
five causes of exclusion described in the previous section. 
Or, framed affirmatively, closing these disparities can help 
enhance Metro Denver's growth and opportunity.
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Additional earnings per job for 
college-educated blacks and 

Hispanics

The status quo is extremely costly

*Under this scenario, educational attainment rates for black and Latino residents equalize with whites and Asians. That creates about 26,000 new college-
educated black residents and 153,000 new college-educated Latino residents. We then assign the current average earnings, by educational attainment, to the 
new distribution of black and Latino workers. Educational attainment and earnings, by race, come from Shearer and Shah (2018). 

Source: Brookings analysis of census SBO, ASE, and ACS data

These costs provide a sense of how big the response should be. 

12,000 × $ 71,900
Businesses report negative impact 
from finding qualified labor

Average earnings per job 0.9 Billion

4.2 Billion

3.8 Billion

0.6 - 2.9 Billion

58,000 × $ 71,900
Additional jobs created by minorities 
and women-owned tradable businesses

Average earnings per job

193,000 $ 3,000 - 15,000
Number of preventable 

turnover in 2018
Average cost per turnover

×

Additional college-educated blacks and 
Hispanics if they could achieve the same 
education level as whites and Asians

180,000

Missed business growth
due to workforce constraints

Missed job creation
due to entrepreneurship barriers

Missed earnings*
due to educational gaps

Cost of turnover
that businesses pay

×
$ 21,000

=

=

=

=
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Implications

This project is focused on understanding who’s being left 
behind in Metro Denver, what the causes are and what 
the status quo is costing businesses and the region overall 
– in order to create strategies that work, it is crucial that 
the public, private and non-profit sectors first take time to 
truly understand the problem and who is most affected. 

That said, the findings in this data walk lead to some clear 
implications for action. This section outlines a basic 
framework for inclusive economic development. 
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Inclusive economic development requires action on four fronts

Economic development organizations – with business investment and involvement – can intervene in four areas.

Dynamism

Even with extraordinary recent growth, Metro Denver must double down on efforts to create quality jobs. 

Skills

Metro Denver must address racial disparities in educational outcomes and provide equitable 
opportunities to attain skills relevant to high-growth industries that provide quality jobs.  

Access

Metro Denver must better connect workers to jobs via transit and housing investments, while also addressing
other job access barriers like child care costs.  

Business practices

Businesses in Metro Denver must eliminate biased hiring and pay practices, so that Black and Hispanic women 
with a college degree are no longer worse off than White men with a high school degree.   
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